
Optimal Breathing® Development for  
Breathing, Singing and Speaking. 
 
ABOUT BREATHING SINGING AND SPEAKING. 

To deepen your understanding the following are both duplication and in addition to the 
program in the Breathing Kit Training and Exercises.  

Few realize that the way they use your voice stems largely from the way they breathe, use their 
tongue and shape your vocal tract.  Your voice is simply wind passing membranes. No wind, no 
voice. Also, snoring and obstructive sleep apnea stem from collapse and/or engorgement of the 
vocal tract. If you have sleep apnea you need to develop your breathing for three reasons now; 
singing, sleep and staying or getting well. 

WHO CAN SING?  Anyone that is not congenitally deformed in the chest and/or throat can learn 
to sing. This is TRUE regardless if some “well meaning” friend or relative has tried to convince 
you to “don’t give up your day job” etc.  Though most are not, many famous singers are self 
taught. Pavarotti was largely self taught as was Mario Lanza.  To get an acceptable singing voice 
is pretty easy providing you get our Optimal Breathing® fundamentals in right unless you have 
had a traumatic history (which is where our private sessions pay HUGE dividends).   
 
To develop and exceptional singing voice may require a lot of time and dedication and a good 
teacher that understands breathing (many do not). If you have professional speaking or singing 
aspirations we encourage you to find a good voice coach to work in conjunction with our Optimal 
Breathing Development program.  This portion of our program is using many factors not widely 
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known in singing teacher circles so bring this program to them and compare notes on occasion.  
Speaking, when approached the way I prefer, uses the same body parts as singing.  
 
POSTURE 
WHERE MOST BREATHING MECHANICS RELATED SINGING AND SPEAKING ISSUES STEM FROM. 
 
.   

 

 
 
Bending forward causes the diaphragm to not be able 
to rise as in the example of the bicycle pump example 
in the 176 video. The restriction travels up into the 
throat as well by bending the windpipe and just like a 
water hose when you bend it you slow down the flow 
of water/air. Bend forward often enough and your front 
muscles shorten and back muscles lengthen to 
accommodate the bent over posture.  These 
“postures” also exist during many sleeping positions.  
 
Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in the 
Optimal Breathing Kit. 
 

 
CHRONIC TENSIONS 
Your entire muscular and nerve body is very much connected to itself. Your ankle muscles can restrict your 
breathing muscles. That is an extreme example to point out how far apart they can still be and still influence 
each other.  One can have perfectly loose and flexible muscles in one area of the body such as a chest or neck 
but if the stomach or pelvic muscles are over-tight the tension gets transferred up into the chest and neck and 
visa versa. Some can make a fist and have their entire body tighten instead of just the fist. Emotional trauma 
plus accidents and surgery often cause tension. 
 
THE STARTLE REFLEX 
Aside from posture the startle reflex is what causes most of breathing mechanics problems. To experience it lie 
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on your back with your hands on your belly. Quickly raise your head like someone would do if there were 
suddenly a loud noise such as a gun shot without your being prepared for that. Do it again faster, then as fast 
as you can.  Notice how your belly quickly tightens. This tightening is your basic stress response and happens 
here all through out a stressful day regardless of your body position. Speaking in the forced part of the 
exhalation (5.00 to 0.00 range as clarified on page 6) causes constant tensing such as with this startle reflex. 
Letting tension go here is indispensable to relaxing the rest of the body.  A major maker for progress is to feel 
more relaxed or at least less anxious when you speak regardless of the situation.   
 

POSTURE and THE SWEET SPOT 
Throwing your sound like a baseball.  
Have a friend stand about 15 feet away and speak aiming your voice about 1 foot over their head.  Now speak 
in the same tone and volume only talk to the floor midpoint between the two of you.  Which way do they hear 
more of your sound.  Which way is more clear and present, likely as not the over the head one is better.  If it 
isn’t more clear you are not raising your head high enough, or raising it too far and closing off your vocal tract. 
People with good hearing should hear the difference in talking into the floor or above the head. Some may 
have a low frequency hearing loss and not hear the difference. 
 
Your SWEET SPOT is similar to the MASK  that many singing teachers talk about. For dependable detection 
you must be consistent in the way you hold the body to support consistency in the voice.   
Find the Sweet Spot position while wearing the HearFones or in the bathroom or under a staircase where the 
voice is more clear. Slowly raise and lower your chin whilst you make a long continuous haaaaaaaa sound. 
Notice where the sound comes out easiest, fullest and most clear.  Usually 5-10 degrees above the horizon.   
Practice speaking or singing from this place as much as you can until your throat stays open and allows your 
head to lower and still produce good clean sound. This can take months to years for some. Hint: When Frank 
Sinatra recorded the microphone was often above his head.  
 
For this exercise you must use a mirror to watch yourself, keep your knees unlocked, ribs up, head high, chin 
up about 5% above parallel to the surface you are standing on.  This helps keep your throat open and focuses 
the power of your voice a little above where you want it to land.  Like throwing a baseball from first to second.  
You throw it a little higher than where you want it to land.  If you wish to direct your voice lower than head-
high, you must still maintain the Sweet Spot posture.   
 
Now preferably using the HearFones sing the ABC song and project the sound 8 inches in front of you.  

 
 
from the MASK 
and a good way to 
get and stay more 
in touch with your 
voice production. 
Sing and speak 
from the Mask, 
Chest and 
HeadOBW3.5 ( not 
from the throat 
EVER). The mask 
is most effective 
for speech.  We 
use this position as 
often as possible. 
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MORE ABOUT THE SWEET SPOT AND  SHAPE 
OF YOUR VOICE. 
 
Each vowel sound as pictured to the right as a 
SIDE VIEW OF A VOCAL TRACT  with the lips to the left 
and the voicebox at the bottom of each sample. Good 
continuous sound requires a strong even exhale, certain 
predetermined vocal tract shapes and proper body/neck 
posture that allows for a specific shape of the vocal tract.  
This drawing shows both side and front vocal tract views 
and the vowel that is produced by the particular shape. 
The many shaped openings facilitate those sounds and 
appear in roughly 6 different places along the vocal tract 
from your lips to right below your voice box/larynx/Adam’s 
apple. 
They can change size and shape up to 5 times larger or 
smaller as the different vowel sounds are produced.   
 
The main idea of this section is to open and keep open 
strengthen the vocal tract to keep it more round and less 
likely to collapse under pressure or while sleeping.   
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FINDING YOUR BREATHING FOUNDATION AND VOLUME. 
  
1. SQUEEZE & BREATHE 
Sitting or preferably standing with hands hanging to sides, knees slightly bent. Thumbs pressing into kidneys 
(soft tissue below bottom rib and above pelvis) fingers wrapped around towards belly at naval level.  Like the 
demo in the 176 video.  Exhale while squeezing fingers together.  Breathe in forcing apart your moderately 
tightly closed fingers with the force of your in-breath. Do not raise the shoulders. 
Go to maximum inhale but keep the breathing well into your hands and fingers, then release tension in hands 
and fingers and exhale effortlessly.   
This drives your breathing lower into your back, sides and belly in order to develop your breathing foundation.   
Begin this with a 4 count inhale and 8 count exhale.  Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in 
the Optimal Breathing Kit. 
 
2. SQUEEZE & BREATHE WITH SHOULDERS BACK.  Enhanced with the Fundamentals Video included 
in the Optimal Breathing Kit.  
 
3. SQUEEZE & BREATHE WITH SHOULDERS FORWARD – Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video 
included in the Optimal Breathing Kit. 
 
4. LEG LIFT AND SHHHH. Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in the Optimal Breathing 
Kit. 
Lying on back.  Exhale completely.  First inhale fully THEN raise one leg.  Exhaling, make loud shhh sound as 
you slowly lower leg to floor.  Make the leg downward motion up to 10 seconds.  You may need to start with 
fewer than 10 seconds but always try to do at least 4 seconds for the continuous leg downward motion. When 
the leg is at rest allow a effortless inhale to come in. Once he inhale had gone as far as it can effortlessly come 
in then extend that inhale into a deeper 8.0 inhale and repeat the leg lift and shhh. Frequency: OBW3.55 times 
daily.  Stay in the 8.0 – OBW3.5.0 breathing window.  
Progress:  Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in the Optimal Breathing Kit.   
 
5. SIT, BEND, AND BREATHE   
Low Back Breathing Volume Development.  Breathing into the lower back allows the abdomen to relax more 
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and to fill up on its own.  
Sitting on the edge of a chair, widen legs; slowly slide your hands down along your legs.  Hang over forward, 
interlocking your arms.  Go limp like a rag doll, hanging between your widened knees/legs.  Breathe into your 
lower back.  
Frequency: OBW3.50 times per session. One to 5 sessions per day.  
Check in for expansion in lower back immediately following a session. 
Progress: Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in the Optimal Breathing Kit. 
  
6. SIDE-TO-SIDE WITH SOUND  
For Side Rib-Breath Expansion   

Standing.  Exhale maximum air out, inhale as you raise arms overhead.  Hold breath and grasp elbows with 
opposite hands.  Still holding breath, pull elbow with opposite hand as you stretch the body to that side.  In 
metronome fashion, speak quietly (as in Number Count) up to as high a number as able with the time it 
takes you to go from one extreme side to the other extreme side.  Have no number goal in mind.  Just use 
up the air slowly/efficiently.  Return to upright, arms down and finish the exhale.  

Frequency: OBW3.50 times per session. A wonderful energy exercise you may want to do now and again 
throughout the day. Just stop walking or whatever and do a few.  Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video 
included in the Optimal Breathing Kit.  
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The Optimal Breathing Window.  (OBW) 
To best manage it, you need to be able to measure it and FEEL that measurement, moment to moment.  
 
Stop right now and, fighting for EVERY BIT OF BREATH YOU CAN,  
breathe in as deeply as you possibly can while you feel the tension and strain  
that will accompany that. Let your eyes get very wide open,  your shoulders raised and  
your neck muscles bulged out. This is tension central. ................... 
THEN 
Exhale letting the breath go. 

Call that uppermost in breath a 10 -The uppermost deepest (too deep) breathing  
included in Total Lung Capacity TLC. 

Now take a deep breath but stop when it gets full, but not  
strained.    

Call that comfortable uppermost in-breath an 8. 

Now breathe into your “8” and just let the breath escape  
in a relaxing exhale. So if you were to breathe out more,  
you would have to force it.  Call that point a 3. Then breathe naturally. 
 
Now breathe in to an 8, and let the breath go to 3, then immediately exhale,  
forcing the breath out with your belly muscles like blowing out the candles  
on a birthday cake to as close as you can to no breath left at all. Feel the  
strain and tension in your body from 3-0. Let the breath come in and breathe  
naturally for a few breaths  
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Try that again. In to 8 ……then relaxed out to 3, then foced out to 0.   
Breathe naturally. (3-0 = Expiratory reserve volume  ERV) 

Call that uncomfortable lower-most out-breath a 0. 0=Maximum expiration.  
10 to minus OBW3.5 = TLC Total lung capacity. TLC has little value in this  
demonstration so we purposefully overlook it. 

SHALLOW and EFFORTED BREATHING 

To clarify, many do not breathe very deeply, so they mostly breathe in to  
say 4 or 5  (or overcompensate to 10 inviting a similar accumulating tension,  
and breathing restriction and eventual shallow breathing). 
 
Then they use or "spend" 3, 4, 5, or more of the air while speaking or singing,  
and end up some place between 0-OBW3.5.9, in other words, below 3, the point where tension also begins. 

This repeated tension causes a great deal of accumulated restriction in the same  
areas as does the abdominal startle response: the belly, chest, neck, shoulders,  
throat, jaw, eyes and forehead.   
Then one is so out of breath (below 3) they pull in or gasp the air, causing  
friction and further tension. The cycle keeps repeating and worsening with every sentence.  
  
So when I say breathe during practice between the window of 3 and 8 or  
OBW3.5 & 7.5 as a softer form, you breathe to 7 or 8 and never strain on the inhale,  
then make sure that when you speak you do not go past OBW3.5 on the exhale.   
In this way you begin to develop a habit of staying mostly between 4-7 or 8 and speaking may then become a vehicle 
to remain calm. Your sentences may be short in the beginning but that is better than setting up for maintaining the  
tension(s) referred to above.  Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in the Optimal Breathing Kit. 
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Making Sound. 
In the Sweet Spot  Breathe into  OBW8.  
Make a smooth even sound ahhhhhh while you push out with your belly muscles just so much as to not allow 
them to come inward as you breathe out to say OBW 3.5.  
Do this with and with out pushing your belly out and see how your voice is stronger and lasts a little to a lot 
longer when you push out the belly than when you do not. 
Repeat OBW3.5  5-50 times and notice if your voice gets a little or a lot stronger.  
Your vibrato may emerge and strengthen over time.  
In the future when you want more power, push out more but if you feel tension in your throat you are using too 
much force .   
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Ways to strengthen the breathing, voice and reduce or eliminate performance anxiety.  
 
1. Optimal Circles and Bending. Back breathing development. To neutralize or slow down your body-
mind’s responses to any performance anxiety.  

MAJOR STRESS BUSTER –  
Slows you down and develops 
back breath. Cross-legged or 
sitting out on the edge of a 
fairly hard surfaced bench or 
chair to support you on your 
sit bones. Soften the surface 
for your sit bones and ankles. 
Place hands on kidneys with 
thumbs toward front or clasp 
them behind your back..  
Very slowly bend backward, 
then bring left shoulder over 
right knee and very slowly in a 
counter clockwise motion, 
make a circle with your 
shoulders downward,  (your 
forehead may brush the floor 
with your shoulders then 
parallel to the floor as in #6), 
to the side and up again on 
the left side back to where 
you began. Take at least sixty 
seconds for the complete 
circle. See time markers at 
the 5th,6th,8th and 10th frames.  
Repeat SLOWLY five times or 
more then reverse direction 
and again five times or more.  
 

 
1 

 
OBW3.5 

 
3 

 
4 5  (15th 

second) 

6    (30th 
second) 

 
7 

 
8 (45th  
second) 

                
9 

 
10  (60th 
second) 

Record your voice counting out loud 0-60 for 60 seconds and repeat 10-OBW3.50 times in 
succession so that you have an audible guide to keep you in the proper timing.  Or make a 1 
minute CD and put it on repeat. Listen to it until you no longer need it. 
If you do this at least OBW3.50 minutes a day for at least one week in succession without missing a 
day you may want to do it for the rest of your life.  
Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in the Optimal Breathing Kit. 

 
2. THE OPTIMAL QUICKIE. – Similar to Opposing Forces only for a very short half second. To extend a tone 
for a short time, even a half second in case you want no interruption of the comment or singing phrase. It helps 
keep you from slipping below 5 when you have more to say or sing but not quite enough air for that.  I want you 
to allow all the air to escape WITHOUT ANY FORCE.  DO not breathe in, just force the stomach muscles 
outward VERY quickly as if you were pushing someone away.  Immediately follow that by saying a loud HA. 
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That should use up a little air drawn in by the quickie. As the force of pushing the belly muscles out draws a 
little air in you should be able to repeat that for as long as you want (up to 5-10 minutes or more) without 
breathing in. Many singers call it a “catch breath”.  
 

3. TONGUE PULL & JAW RELEASE.   For clarity of speech and sleep improvement. Do 4-5 before 
a session or throughout the day. 6-7 Done during session.  
To keep the tongue from falling back into the throat and blocking escaping air and 
sound.  
Stand, slightly arched, raise chin slightly above level of floor/ground or lean against a 
wall touching back, butt and heals. Use a sanitary gauze pad or clean cloth to grip the 
tongue.  It creates friction so your tongue will not slip from your grasp.  Hold jaw open 
and downward, pull tongue out and down.  As you maintain this downward pull on the 
tongue, repeat out loud and strong  “The ABC song” making sure you breathe at the 
end of each section, such as ABCDEFG (breathe)  HIJKLMNOP (breathe) QRSTUV (breathe) , Double 
UX,Y and Z (breathe).   
Repeat five to OBW3.5  5 times out loud  all the while holding your chin up and voice projecting.  Poke 
your belly to remind you to let it go and where to breathe.  Stay between OBW8 and 3.5.  Keep 
replenishing the breath even if you haven’t used it all.  This will help you to better learn to stay in the 
stronger easier part of your passive exhale. The shower using a wash cloth instead of gauze for your 
tongue is another good place to practice this.  
 
  
                                                                                                            B 
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5. NECK ROLLS  
Sit, shoulders back, in a comfortable position.  
Use the large hairspray can, Nada Chair, 3-inch PVC section, or rolling pin to sit on.    
Left to right then right to left 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Demonstrated in the Fundamentals Video included in the Optimal Breathing Kit. 
 
 
WORKING THE VOICE  
1. Over-articulate. Articulate precisely. Exaggerate each sound with excessive mouth opening and shaping 
action. “Chew” your words. Oat, pees beans and O RANG ES  
 
2. OPPOSING FORCES - for voice projection.   It is best to always have your belly relaxed when speaking 
or singing. Not weak just relaxed as in soft belly in many martial arts styles.  But many have a problem with 
this letting go so we give the belly right below the belly button a little push outward so it will not tighten toward 
the spine and restrict or make the breathing shallow.  We create something to push the voice off of as with the 
solid standing on surface if you were going to jump up for as high as you could jump. If the surface was soft 
you could not jump as high. In a similar light if the belly muscles give way as you make stronger sound thus 
your foundation is weakened.  So as we make stronger sound we push out with the belly a tad to make the 
foundation a little more firm for the voice to bounce off of. 
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So we force the LOWER belly outward as we use our stronger voice.  Use it when you need a extra force of 
sound and with some of the exercises as they require it. Think of pushing someone out of your way with your 
lower belly.  Integrate it with the OBV exercises shown later and notice your voice being stronger and more 
clear when you use it. This also helps to isolate your stomach muscles from your diaphragm and access more 
of your lower abdominal/rib exhalation.  Eventually you will not have to do this as much to get the stronger 
sound but for now use it and see how it works for you. Stay in the sweet spot. This may require a video or 
breathing coach but can be quickly learned.  
 
3. REMINDERS DURING SESSIONS – paste them on a hallway wall or bathroom/bedroom mirror. 
Voice 
NEVER as much as reasonably possible let your shoulders or clavicles rise or neck muscles bulge.  (Practice 
Squeeze and Breathe every hour for a few minutes).  
Keep your chin above the horizon (sweet spot) by leaning against a wall say in the bathroom or hallway with 
these instructions taped on the mirror or wall across from you. 
Always try to produce sound from the gut (it hits the palate and comes out at the MASK 8 inches in front of 
you). Never make sound from your throat. 
SMILE always to raise and round your palate.  
KEEP BELLY SOFT. NO BELLY TENSION EVER.  Occasionally allow your arms to lower and poke fairly 
intensely into your belly while sounding to make it let go. (We remind you.) 
Let your breathing drop into your belly and keep it soft. Skip concerns about what you look like.  
Always try to make sound from the belly, gut, rectum, or bottoms of your feet.  
Over time choose the ones below that smooth or strengthen your voice. Eventually all of them should become 
easier. 
 
Stop or back off the outward vocal force if voice feels strained, sore or from the throat.  
Remember to use gentle Opposing Forces to help firm up the foundation. 
Make ALL tones the same, comfortable even frequency. The foundation needs to be developed first so do not 
vary upwards or down wards in pitch if you can help it until you can maintain the same first tone of each series 
for 15 seconds each. Use Voice Print from www.Trainmyvoice.com to monitor your frequency.  Those with a 
raspy unsteady voice may find the even-tone approach more reliable until they lean to make stronger sounds 
without a rasp. The arm raising portion of exercises may tighten your shoulder blades and mid back muscles 
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so a good chair massage may be in order as needed.  
Arm swinging is to relieve stiffness in the shoulders. Any maneuver that loosens the shoulder will suffice. 
Remember BREATHE means to occasionally raise your arms as you breathe in and always SMILE. An easy 
smile. 
 
4. OVERDOING IT 
At one of my voice clinics we experimented putting force in to the voice and watched the resonance/formants 
decline and got it back with non forced OBW approaches.  Each person could hear, see and FEEL the 
differences like clockwork.  Leave your consonants alone for now.   
NOTE: Jeanne Rees, classical voice teacher in Charlotte, NC shared with me that Pavarotti  practiced nothing 
but vowels for the first 6 months of his training . He had the best vocal clarity in the business.  
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OB VOICING  EXERCISES The following exercises begin in order and never forced. Wear HearFones. 
1. sweet spot  & pucker  
RAISE ARMS AS YOU 
BREATHE IN to OBW8 then 
lower arms slowly as you 
shape your lips as if to make 
a chimpanzee oo oo oo 
sound but not sharp and 
screechy, use your easiest 
voice 
oooooooooooooooooooooooo 
to OBW3.5 or where if you 
went even the slightest bit 
more exhale you would feel 
your belly begin to tense, then 
w/o sound let breath escape 
to OBW3.  
Repeat 10 times and notice 
any improvement. 

2. sweet spot & pucker 
RAISE ARMS AS YOU 
BREATHE IN.  
Pucker your lips like 
you are going to 
smooch- kiss 
someone. To OBW8 
the lower arms slowly 
as you zzzzzzzz..  
Feel your lips, nose, 
ears vibrate. The more 
the better . Maintain 
the pucker with slightly 
opened teeth. NO eee 
just the zzzzz like the 
zzz sound from a buzz 
saw.  
Right before the  belly 
begins to tense 
(0BW3.5) let remaining 
breath escape.  
Repeat 10 times and 
notice any 
improvement. 

3.  sweet spot & pucker 
RAISE ARMS AS YOU 
BREATHE IN .  
Pucker your lips like you 
are going to smooch- kiss 
someone. OBW8 then 
lower arms slowly as you  
eeeeeeeeeeee  
Maintain the pucker and 
note that the E shape is 
similar to the zzzz shape 
with similar slightly 
opened teeth,  
to OBW3.5 or where you 
feel your lips, nose or 
even ears  vibrate. Right 
before the  belly begins to 
tense (OBW3.5) let 
remaining breath escape 
to OBW3.    
Repeat 10 times and 
notice any improvement. 

4. sweet spot & 
pucker 
RAISE ARMS AS 
YOU BREATHE IN to 
OBW8 then lower 
arms slowly as you 
pucker and 
mmmmmmmmmm. 
Feel your lips, nose, 
ears vibrate. The more 
the better.  
Let breath escape to 
OBW3.5 and right 
before the belly begins 
to tense let remaining 
breath escape to 
OBW3. 
 
Repeat 10 times and 
notice any 
improvement. 

5. Breathe in to OBW8 
and NO arms raised. 
Combine the four 
previous sounds 
together with the 
pucker 
ooo, zzzzz, eeeee, 
mmm 
Feel the vibrations. 
Let breath escape to 
OBW3.5-  
Do not go farther on 
this chart until you 
notice your voice 
getting more clear and 
stronger. This may 
take hours to weeks.  
Practice in the car, 
shower, walking etc. 
Not while running. 
SWEET SPOT 
ALWAYS,  
Repeat 10 times and 
notice any 
improvement.  

BREATHE TO OBW8 
(ha as in far)  Poke belly as 
you   Ha  ha  ha  ha  
to OBW3.5 or  begin to tense 
then w/o sound let breathing 
escape to OBW3. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
Ungah-yeh (e as in 
set)  Ungah-yeh   Poke 
belly as you   Ha  ha  
ha  ha to OBW3.5 or 
where you feel your 
belly begin to tense 
then w/o sound let 
breath escape to 
OBW3 

BREATHE TO OBW8  
smile 
Ungah-yi (i as in sit) 
Ungah-yi    swing arms 
and let breath escape to 
OBW3.5 or where you 
feel your belly begin to 
tense then w/o sound let 
breath escape to OBW3     

BREATHE TO OBW8 
 Poke belly as you  
Ungah-yo (o as in so)  
Ungah-yo   to OBW3.5 
or where you feel your 
belly begin to tense 
then w/o sound let 
breath escape to 
OBW3  

BREATHE TO OBW8 
Ungah-yoo (oo as in 
too)   Ungah-yoo  
 to OBW3.5 or where 
you feel your belly 
begin to tense then 
w/o sound Let breath 
escape to OBW3. 
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BREATHE TO 
OBW8   
Pair-ra-ye  
(e as in set not end) 
Pair-ra-ye  
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

 BREATHE TO OBW8 
 Pair-ra-yi  
(i as in sIt not It)  
Pair-ra-yi  Swing arms    
Let breath escape to OBW3. 

 BREATHE TO 
OBW8 
 Pair-ra-yo  
(o as in sO not 
Oat)  
Pair-ra-yo  
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

BREATHE TO 
OBW8 
 Pair-ra-yoo  
(oo as in blue not 
OOdles)   Pair-ra-
yoo  
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
 Pair-ra-ya  
(a as in sAt not at)  
Pair-ra-i  Swing arms   
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

  BREATHE TO OBW8 
Ungah- ya (a in far) 
Ungah-ya    Let breath 
escape to OBW5. 

 Sweet spot always 
BREATHE TO OBW8 
Ungah-ha  Ungah-ha   
Poke belly 
As you let breath escape 
to OBW5.   

BREATHE TO OBW8   
stand up on toes  Hair-ra-
yi  (i as in sit – not It)    
Hair-ra-yi   Swing arms as 
you      
Let breath escape to OBW5. 

BREATHE TO OBW8   
Hair-ra-yo  (o as in 
hope – not Oh)   Hair-
ra-yo   
Let breath escape to 
OBW5. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
Hair-ra-yoo   (oo as in 
bOO not Oo)  Hair-ra-y 
oo   
Let breath escape to 
OBW5. 

BREATHE TO OBW8   
Hair-ra-ye   (e as in red)  
Hair-ra-ye   
Let breath escape to OBW5. 

BREATHE TO OBW8  
soft throat 
(e as in set not Ever) 
Lair-ra-ye  Lair-ra-ye  
Poke belly- 
Let breath escape to 
OBW5. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
Lair-ra- yi (i as in sit not It) 
Lair-ra- yi    Swing arms  
 Let breath escape to OBW5. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
- Sweet Spot 
Lair-ra-yo  (o as in 
hope not Oh)  Lair-ra-
yo 
  Let breath escape to 
OBW5. 

BREATHE TO OBW8  
Lair-ra-yoo   
(oo as in too not oops)   
Lair-ra-yoo    
Let breath escape to 
OBW5. 
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BREATHE TO 
OBW8.  
Ha-OOOga.  Ha as in 
fAr, OOO as in blue. 
Accent on second 
syllable OO  
Ha-OOOga. 
Let breath escape to 
OBW3.5 

Ha-OOga continued  
Repeat and check voice 
for more resonance-
strength.  Repeat again to 
OBW8- 10 times or more. 
Add a little power and see 
what happens. Push belly 
out. Stop if voice gets 
raspy or strained.   

BREATHE TO OBW8  Smile 
Ga Geh  Gi  Go   Goo  Gilly  
Gilly  Gilly    
Swing arms  
Let breath escape to OBW3 

RAISE ARMS AS YOU 
BREATHE TO OBW8  
Ya Yeh  Yi  Yo   Yoo  Yilly  
Yilly  Yilly   
Let breath escape to OBW3 
 

BREATHE TO 
OBW8 
Ma meh   mi  mo   
moo milly milly milly   
Bend knees  
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

BREATHE TO 
OBW8 
Ra Reh  Ri  Ro   
Roo  Rilly  Rilly  Rilly    
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
sweet spot 
Pair-ra-ya . (a as fAr not 
At)  Pair-ra-a   
Poke belly  
Let breath escape to 
OBW3 

BREATHE TO OBW8  smile 
Where-ungah  Where-ungah 
Where-ungah 
Let breath escape to OBW3. 

BREATHE TO OBW8.  
Ha-OOOga.  Ha as in fAr, 
OOO as in blue. Accent on 
second syllable OO  
Ha-OOOga. 
Let breath escape to OBW3. 

BREATHE TO 
OBW8 
 Pair-ra-yoo  
(oo as in blue not 
OOdles)  Pair-ra-o    
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

BREATHE TO 
OBW8.  
Ha-OOOga.  Ha as in 
fAr, OOO as in blue. 
Accent on second 
syllable OO . Let 
breath escape to 
OBW3.5.. 
BREATHE TO 
OBW8. 
Ha-OOOga. 
Let breath escape to 
OBW3. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
sweet spot 
Ungah-ha   Ungah-ha   
Poke belly   
Let breath escape to 
OBW3 

BREATHE TO OBW8  Smile 
 Pair-ra-yi  
(i as in sIt not It)  
Pair-ra-i  Swing arms as you 
let breath escape to OBW3. 

BREATHE TO OBW8 
 Pair-ra-yo  
(o as in sO not Oat)  
Pair-ra-o  
Let breath escape to OBW3. 

BREATHE TO 
OBW8  
Yahoo, Yahoo, 
Yahoo  Let breath 
escape to OBW3... 
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CHANTING  
Hindu “I bow to Shiva." Shiva 
is the supreme reality, the 
inner Self.  
BREATHE TO OBW8 
Om Nama Shivaya  
Let breath escape to OBW3.0 
BREATHE TO OBW8 and 
repeat 6-60 times or longer if 
it feels good. Many have 
chanted for hours.  

Chamash. welcomes the spirits 
and asks them for protection and 
guidance 
BREATHE TO OBW8  sweet spot 
Hey hey hey hey hey  
ungua 
Let breath escape to OBW3 
BREATHE TO OBW8  smile  
Repeat 6-60 times or longer if it 
feels good.  

Hindu chant      
Om is considered to be the 
primeval sound, the sound 
of the universe, the sound 
from which all other 
sounds are formed.. Shanti 
= peace 
Let breath escape to OBW3 
BREATHE TO OBW8    
smile; Om, Shanti, Shanti, 
shanti Repeat 6 -60 times  

Tibetan: Hail to the jewel 
in the lotus. 
BREATHE TO OBW8   
smile 
Om Mani  Padma Hum 
Let breath escape to OBW3 
Repeat 6-60 times or 
longer if it feels good. Many 
have chanted for hours. 

 
 
KEYBOARD 
When you feel up to it repeat the entire series of exercises using a tone sustaining electric keyboard such as 
an organ or synthesizer.  Start at the easiest Sweet Spot tone and go up four notes from there and down four 
notes from there (making an octave). If you practice without a tone reference you risk developing poor tone 
matching habits. Bend knees a little more if needed as you go up the scale. Sweet spot and slight back bend 
still.  
the BVS may inhibit the Reflex exercise. Try the Yawn Sounds with and without the BVS and see if it feels 
restrictive. 
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Top 10 for voice developing. 
     1.   Proper posture 

2.  Breathing from a relaxed belly and lower back. 
3.   Taking the focus of voice from the throat into 8 inches in front of the face.  
4.   Discover your optimum pitch for speaking in a relaxed voice.  
5.   Start the day in the shower with humming and singing easy songs like Mary had a little lamb or the ABC song  
with the tongue pull.    

      6.  Checking that breathing is coming from the right place and that I only speak between OBW8 and OBW3.5  
      7.  Keep the voice out of the throat (no rasp). 
      8.  Hum as often as you can as it relaxes the voice. 

9. Hydrate your body and voice.    
     10. Karaoke: Get a machine now. For some CD album ideas download our 900 song list at 
www.breathing.com/pdf/karaoke.pdf    
  

Top 3 tips for singing 
1. Know the words or use Karaoke. 
2. Breathe first.  
3. Stay within OBW3.5 - OBW8 
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Suggested reading.  
Science looks at Singing www.breathing.com/pdf/sciencelooksatsinging.pdf. 
Sing Out Sister www.breathing.com/pdf/singoutsister.pdf 
 

Optimal Breathing via reliable and affordable diaphragm, lung and chest development, without 
drugs or surgery.   
 
Eventually you will develop the breathing volume and strength of someone many years younger 
than you. Exercises and techniques, that if done regularly, over time will change subconscious 
breathing so you get the benefits all the time, even during sleep. This kit combines teachings 
from India, China, Tibet, Native America, classical voice, and those Michael Grant White 
combined/created over 35 years of studying the breath and breathing. There is a certain feel of 
improved breathing that most breathing exercise fail to create. We include special tools that 
accelerate one's breathing so much so that most feel the improvement within a few minutes.  

 "Proper deep diaphragmatic breathing stimulates the cleansing of the lymph system by creating 
a vacuum effect which pulls the lymph through the bloodstream. This increases the rate of toxic 
elimination by as much as 15 times the normal rate." 
 --Dr. J.W. Shields, MD, Lymph, lymph glands, and homeostasis. Lymphology, v25, n4, Dec. 
1992, p. 147" 

"Action on breathing is not carried out through direct breathing exercises, but indirectly by releasing those 
tensions which prevent the fullness of a normal, free, unobstructed respiration." Gerda Alexander 1986 

Skype or in person sessions are wanted. Email assist@breathing.com to schedule  12- 17-2013 

http://www.breathing.com/pdf/sciencelooksatsinging.pdf
http://www.breathing.com/pdf/singoutsister.pdf
mailto:ssist@breathing.com
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